Transfers from and to **Pisa and Florence - airports & train stations**

Transfers from and to **Lucca train station**

Cost one way per person:

- **Transfer from/to Pisa airport/train station** – € 45,00
- **Transfer from/to Florence airport** – € 55,00
- **Transfer from/to Florence SMN train station** – € 65,00
- **Transfer from/to Lucca train station** – € 28,00

The service is run on a daily basis with a minimum of 4 passengers. Time slots may vary depending on passengers’ arrival and departure times. Transfer must be booked 48 hrs in advance.

For booking requests, details and conditions please **contact us** at info@tambellinibus.it
or call us from 9 am to 6 pm Monday to Friday at +39 0583 491144 or +39 3316768334